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CHAPTER 4

Decomposing forgetful morphisms

In this third part of the thesis we focus on the moduli spaces AI with parahoric level structure

introduced in section 1.5.2. For I ( {0, . . . ,g} a point of AI is a chain of abelian varieties

connected by isogenies (Ai)I with i running over all elements of Z not in ±I modulo 2g (see

section 11.1 for the precise definition). If J contains I, then we can forget all Ai for i that

are not in ±J modulo 2g and get a point of AJ . This construction gives a forgetful morphism

αI,J : AI →AJ . In the third part of this thesis we will determine the fibers of these forgetful

morphisms.

We are interested in these fibers, because they parametrize isogenies. For instance, let J =

{0, . . . ,g−1}, so that AJ is the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties, and let

I = J\{ j} for some j in J. Then the fiber of αI,J over a principally polarized abelian variety A

parametrizes all isogenies from A satisfying certain conditions on their kernels. Such families

of isogenies arise when we study Hecke correspondences, supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata

(as in part I), or the whole supersingular locus (as in [48]).

In this introductory chapter we explain how we plan to analyze the fibers of the αI,J .

4.1. A model for AI

We saw in section 1.5 that Dieudonné translates problems about abelian varieties into

(semi-)linear algebra problems. In this part we exploit this technique even further. Fix an

algebraically closed field k of characteristic p. Suppose that x is a k-valued point of AI ,

corresponding to a chain of abelian varieties (Ai) of type I. The Dieudonné modules of the

p-divisible groups Ai[p∞] form a chain of modules (Ci) over the Witt vectors1 O . We see (Ci)

as a chain of O-lattices in the isocrystal V of the Ai.

This lattice chain completely controls the fiber α
−1
J,I (x). Indeed, α

−1
I,J (x) consists of all

chains (A′j) of type J that refine (Ai) (so A′i = Ai for all i not in I modulo 2g). The Dieudonné

modules (C′j) of A′j[p
∞] are a lattice chain (C′j) in V refining (Ci). It completely determines

(A′j): the Dieudonné modules (C′j) give back the p-divisible groups (A′j[p
∞]), which together

1We use the letter O for the Witt vectors to reserve the letter W for the Weyl group
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with (Ai) give back (A′j). So to study the fiber over x, we just need to study lattice chains

refining (Ci).

To use this observation systematically we construct a model Z̃I for AI . Let L be the field

of fractions of the Witt vectors O and V = Ln. For now we forget about the polarization,

and work with GL(V). Then Z̃I is the set of all pairs ((Ci),b) with (Ci) a lattice chain of

type I in V and b a matrix in GLL(V). The element b makes V into an isocrystal by giving

a Frobenius F = bσ (with σ the standard Frobenius of V = Ln). The (Ci) are a chain of

Dieudonné modules in this isocrystal if and only if

pCi ⊂ F(Ci)⊂Ci for all i. (4.1.1)

So the subset in Z̃I of those ((Ci),b) for which (4.1.1) holds parametrizes chains of Dieudonné

lattices in V (see chapter 7).

The forgetful morphism αI,J : AI → AJ has an analogue for Z̃I : for I ⊂ J there is a

forgetful map αI,J : Z̃I → Z̃J that forgets some lattices in (Ci)I to get a chain of type J. The

maps for Z̃I are easier to work with than the morphisms for AI for two reasons: the group

GSp2g acts on Z̃I in several ways, and Z̃I is just a set, not a variety. In chapter 8 we will

determine the fibers of the maps for Z̃I . But we already observed that the morphisms for AI

have essentially the same fibers. So we can determine them in chapter 12.

4.1.1. Refinement and the parahoric Ekedahl-Oort stratification. To give an idea

of how the model Z̃I helps us to study AI , let us explain how to extend the Ekedahl-Oort

stratification to AI .

Remember from section 1.5.3 that we can measure the relative position of two lattice

chains by a certain permutation w of Z. For lattice chains we are interested in (namely

those that are self-dual with respect to some symplectic form) we can see w as an element

of the extended affine Weyl group W̃ (of GL(V) in the unpolarized case or of GSp(V) in the

polarized case; see chapter 6). The subset Z̃I(w) in Z̃I of all pairs ((Ci),b) such that (Ci) and

(bσ(Ci)) are in relative position w is an analogue of the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AI(w)

The fiber of αJ,I over ((Ci),b) consists of lattice chains refining (Ci). If we have two

lattice chains C = (Ci)I and D = (D j)J , it is of course not necessarily true that one refines

the other. But there is a unique chain refining C that is ‘closest’ to D . We call it the refinement

of C by D and denote it by RefD (C ). To construct it we force the lattices in D j between the

Ci as follows. If Cn(i) is the unique lattice in C with Cn(i) (Ci such that there are no lattices

in between, then RefD (C ) consist of all lattices of the form Ci∩D j +Cn(i).
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We can keep track of the type of RefD (C ) using the extended affine Weyl group W̃ .

Inside W̃ we have a set of simple reflections ∆̃ = {s0, . . . ,sg} (corresponding to the vertices

of the extended Dynkin diagram). We identify this set with {0, . . . ,g} by i 7→ si, so that we

can see the types of I and J as subset of W̃ . If we write wJ = wJw−1 (a subset of W̃ , but

not necessarily of ∆̃), then RefD (C ) has type I∩wJ. The refinement RefD (C ) has the same

relative position to D as C itself. We will see in chapters 5 and 6 that RefD (C ) is the unique

chain of type I∩wJ with this property.

Given a pair (C ,b) in Z̃I we can refine C by FC = bσ(C ). Note that FC has type σ(I),

where now σ denotes the Frobenius of W̃ (for the general linear or symplectic groups σ is

the identity on W̃ , and this notation may seem a bit silly, but we still we use so we can easily

generalize results to other Shimura varieties). So if (C ,b) is in Z̃I(w), then RefFC (C ) has

type I∩wσ(I). We get a refinement map

rw,I : Z̃I(w)→ Z̃I∩wσ(I), (C ,b) 7→ (Refbσ(C )(C ),b).

We can use the refinement map to decompose Z̃I(w). As a first step we pull-back the

sets Z̃I∩wσ(I)(w′) to Z̃I(w). Usually these pull-backs decompose Z̃I(w) into several parts.

But when I = wσ(I), the map rw,I is the identity and nothing happens. Then we say that

Z̃I(w) is stable. As a second step we decompose each Z̃I∩wσ(I)(w′) in the same way using the

refinement map rw′,I∩w′σ(I). Continuing this way the decomposition becomes finer and finer,

until we reach a stable stratum (this always happens as the types keep getting smaller). In the

end we get a decomposition

Z̃I =
⊔

w∈IW̃

Z̃I{w}

that refines the decomposition in Z̃I(w) (see section 8.2.1).

We can calculate in which set Z̃I{w} a point (C ,b) of Z̃I is as follows. Define a sequence

of lattice chains Cn by C0 = C and Cn+1 = Refbσ(Cn)(Cn). As n gets larger, the type of Cn

gets smaller. So at a certain point the sequence stabilizes: we have CN = CN+1 = CN+2 = . . .

for some N. We write C∞ = CN . Then (C ,b) is in Z̃I{w} if and only if C∞ and bσ(C∞) are

in relative position w.

In the special case that I is the type that corresponds to the moduli space of principally

polarized abelian varieties, we will show in section 10.1.2 that C∞ is the canonical flag and

that the relative position of C∞ to bσ(C∞) is the final type. So Z̃I is an Ekedahl-Oort stratum

in a moduli space for Dieudonné modules.

However, we have defined Z̃I{w} not just in this special case, but for any type I. So
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we can imitate its construction to generalize the Ekedahl-Oort stratification to AI for any

I. Suppose that (Ai) is a chain of abelian varieties in AI . Let C be its chain of Dieudonné

modules, which we see as a chain of O-lattices in its isocrystal. The refinement of C by its

image FC under the Frobenius, is again a chain of Dieudonné modules and together with the

point (Ai) gives a point in AI∩wσ(I). This construction gives a refinement morphism

rw,I : AI(w)→AI∩wσ(I)

(see section 11.4). Use this morphism we can define a stratification

AI =
⊔

w∈Adm(µ)∩IW̃

AI{w},

the Ekedahl-Oort stratification in the same way as we defined the decomposition of Z̃I in the

Z̃I{w}, but with the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AI(w) in the role of Z̃I(w) (see section 11.5).

On the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties we get back the stratifica-

tion defined by Ekedahl and Oort in [61] (see section 1.3). On A /0 we get back the Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratification (see section 1.5; to be precise: A /0{w} = A /0(w)). But what matters

most to us is that the fibers of αI,J are constant over an Ekedahl-Oort stratum in AJ . We will

prove this fact in section 12.1.

Warning 4.1.2. In this part we index strata differently than in the previous parts or the liter-

ature, because we need a consistent notation for Ekedahl-Oort and Kottwitz-Rapoport strata.

We denote the Ekedahl-Oort stratum of principally polarized abelian varieties with final

type w (in the finite Weyl group) by A{0,...,g−1}{τw} instead of by Ag{w} as in part I and II.

What was denoted with AJ in part II, we denote here by A
∆̃\J (so we take the comple-

ments in ∆̃ = {0, . . . ,g}). For instance the moduli space with Iwahori level structure is A /0.

This notation is more consistent with that used for reductive groups, and is also convenient

when dealing with refinement (recall that if C and D are chains in relative position w, then

RefD (C ) has type I∩wJ. We do not want to take the complement three times in this formula).

Finally the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum that was denoted by Aw in [21] and [24] and with

A /0(w) in part II will be denoted here by A /0(τ
2w−1) with τ the type of the minimal Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratum (see section 6.2.1). We explain why in lemma 11.3.3. As a consequence the

inverse disappears from corollary 6.5 in [24]: the components of a supersingular Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratum A /0(wτ) are now isomorphic to the Deligne-Lusztig variety X /0(w) and not

to X /0(w−1) (see section 4.3.3). This makes it easier to formulate theorem 4.2.2.
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4.2. An algorithm for decomposing forgetful morphisms

The model Z̃I gives us techniques to handle the fibers of αI,J . But we still need to think

how we can describe them in a understandable way. Simply writing down explicit equations

for the fiber of αI,J over each closed point of AJ would give us too much information. Already

in dimension 3 the equations are hard to interpret, see [34]. We need a systematic way to break

down the fibers into simple parts.

Our strategy is to restrict both the source and target of the forgetful morphisms to an

Ekedahl-Oort stratum. Because the fibers of αI,J are constant over Ekedahl-Oort strata, the

image of a stratum is a union of strata. In section 4.2.4 below we give an algorithm that deter-

mines which strata occur in this image. Then given a stratum AJ{w′} in the image of AI{w}
we look at the restriction αI,J : AI{w}∩α

−1
I,J (AJ{w′})→AJ{w′}. The same algorithm also

factors this restriction into morphisms of three special types: first a sequence of shuffling

morphisms, then one morphism to a stable stratum and finally one morphism from that same

stable stratum. Below we describe these three special types of morphisms, and state theorems

desribing their fibers. We prove these theorems in chapter 12). In the end they imply that the

fibers of the restriction break down into as series of three simple types of building blocks:

A1, A1\{0} or Deligne-Lusztig varieties. In particular, they give the dimensions and number

of irreducible components of the fibres.

4.2.1. Shuffling morphisms. For w and w′ in W̃ , and a simple reflection s we write

w s
 w′ if w′ = swσ(s) and l(sw′)> l(w′). If w s

 w′ for some s in I, then we can relate the

images of A /0(w) and A /0(w′) under α /0,I using shuffling morphisms.

Theorem 4.2.1 (Shuffling morphisms). Suppose that w s
 w′ for some s in I, and w′ 6= w.

1. If l(w) = l(w′), then there is a shuffling morphism sw,s making the following diagram

commute:

A /0(w)
sw,s

//

α /0,I ##GGGGG
A /0(w′)

α /0,I{{vvvvvv

AI

The morphism is purely inseparable and surjective. In particular, A /0(w) has the same

image as A /0(w′) under α /0,I .

2. If l(w) > l(w′), then there is a shuffling morphism sw,s making the following diagram
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commute:

A /0(w)
sw,s

//

α /0,I ##GGGGG
A /0(w′)∪A /0(w′σ(s))

α /0,Ivvmmmmmmmmmm

AI

The fibers of sw,s over A /0(w′) are isomorphic to A1
k , and those over A /0(w′σ(s)) are

isomorphic to A1
k\{0}. In particular, the image of A /0(w) under α /0,I is the union of the

images of A /0(w′) and A /0(w′σ(s)).

We will prove this theorem in section 12.4. The shuffling morphisms defined here are

inspired on the one hand by the morphisms that Deligne and Lusztig used to prove theorem

1.6 in [13], and on the other hand by work of Ekedahl and van der Geer (section 4.3 in [16]).

We call the shuffling morphisms in the first case of the theorem length preserving and in the

second case length changing.

4.2.2. Morphisms to stable strata. We say that a type J is w-stable if J = wσ(J). A

Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AJ(w) is stable if J is w-stable. This means that the stratum

will not decompose further in the Ekedahl-Oort stratification, i.e. that it consists of only on

Ekedahl-Oort stratum: AJ{w} (see section 4.1.1).

To every point x in a stable stratum AJ(w) we attach in section 12.3.1 a reductive group

G0,x over Fp. The fibers of αI,J over x are fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties (see section 2.1.2)

for this group.

Theorem 4.2.2 (Morphisms to stable strata). If AJ(w) is stable, then the forgetful morphism

αI,J gives a surjective morphism AI{uw}→AJ{w}= AJ(w) for any u in JW̃I . Its fiber over

a point x is isomorphic to the fine Deligne-Lusztig variety Xx,I{u} for G0,x.

We will prove this theorem in section 12.3. The Dynkin diagram of G0,x is the subdiagram

of the extended Dynkin diagram C̃g of GSp2g spanned by I. The Frobenius acts on it by

i 7→ wσ(i). This information determines Xx,I{u} up to isomorphism (see section 9.3).

4.2.3. Morphisms from stable strata. If AJ{w} is not stable, we can compare it with

a stable stratum. Inside J there is a largest w-stable subset I, which we call the w-stable type

of J. Then AI{w} is the stable stratum that is closes to AJ{w}. It turns out that the morphism

AI{w}→AJ{w} is an isomorphism.

Theorem 4.2.3 (Morphisms from stable strata). If I is the w-stable type of J, then the forgetful

morphism αI,J induces an isomorphism AI(w) = AI{w}
∼→AJ{w}.
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We will prove this theorem in section 12.2. It generalizes theorem 3.1.2, which I proved

together with Görtz.

4.2.4. The algorithm. The algorithm that determines the image and fibers of α /0,I is

based on the following combinatorial lemma (see section 12.5 for the proof).

Lemma 4.2.4. For every w in W̃ there is a sequence

w = w0
s0 w1

s1 w2
s2 . . .

sr−1 wr with si ∈ I and wi ∈ W̃

such that l(w0) = l(w1) = · · ·= l(wr) and wr satisfies one of the following:

1. there is a y in IW̃ and a u in W̃J , with J the y-stable type of I, such that wr = uy, or

2. l(wr)< l(w).

Let us explain how we this lemma allows us to determine the image and fibres of α /0,I

restricted to A /0(w). First the sequence of simple reflections above gives a sequence

A /0(w) = A /0(w0)
sw0 ,s0→ A /0(w1)

sw1 ,s1→ ···
swr−2 ,sr2→ A /0(wr−1)

of length preserving shuffling morphisms.

Then in the first case the lemma gives morphisms

A /0(wr−1)
swr−1 ,sr−1→ A /0(wr) = A /0{uy}→AJ{y}→AI{y}.

The first morphism is a length preserving shuffling morphism. The second is a morphism to

the stable stratum AJ{y} (surjective and with fibers X /0{u} by theorem 4.2.2). The third is

a morphism from the same stable stratum (an isomorphism by theorem 4.2.3). The compo-

sition A /0(w)→AI{y} is the restriction of the forgetful map α /0,I . So α /0,I(A /0(w)) = AI{y}
and we have factorized the restriction α /0,I : A /0(w)→ AI{y} into the three special types of

morphisms. The algorithm is done.

In the second case the lemma gives a length changing shuffling morphism

A /0(wr−1)→A /0(wr)∪A /0(wrσ(sr)),

(surjective with fibers A1
k over A /0(wr) and A1

k\{0} over A /0(wrσ(s)) by theorem 4.2.1). We

then recursively apply the algorithm to A /0(wr) and A /0(wrsr). The recursion stops after

finitely many steps, as both wr and wrσ(sr) have a smaller length than w.
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We can also use the algorithm to determine the image and fibers of αI,J restricted to

AI{w} for I 6= /0. The forgetful morphism α /0,I induces a finite étale morphism A /0(w)→
AI{w} (see corollary 12.3.9), for which we know the fibers. The above algorithm gives the

image and fibers α /0,J restricted to A /0(w) for any J ⊃ I. Because α /0,J = α /0,I ◦αI,J , we can

then determine the fibers of αI,J restricted to AI{w}.

Remark 4.2.5. Although we will only work with Siegel moduli spaces, we expect that most

results generalize to PEL Shimura varieties with almost the same proofs. So we have tried to

use group theoretic techniques and notations that can easily be generalized. We also state our

results using σ -conjugation (see for instance theorem 4.2.1), even though the Frobenius σ is

trivial on the extended Weyl group of GSp2g, to indicate how they will probably generalize.

4.3. Examples

Let us give some applications the results in section 4.2. We first look at what the results

say for small dimensions g. Then we show how they imply the results in parts I and II.

4.3.1. Elliptic curves. First look at dimension g = 1. Both A{0} and A{1} are the mod-

uli space of elliptic curves (with some level structure away from p, which we ignore). The

space A /0 is the moduli space for isogenies φ : E0→ E1 of degree p with ker(φ)⊂ E0[p]. The

forgetful morphism α /0,{0} sends φ to E1, while α /0,{1} sends φ to E0. We focus on the second

morphism α = α /0,{1} : A /0→A{1}. The first behaves the same.

The three Kottwitz-Rapoport strata on A /0 are given by the following conditions on φ :

A /0(τ) : E0 and E1 are supersingular and ker(φ) = ker(F),

A /0(s0τ) : E0 and E1 are ordinary and ker(φ) = ker(F),

A /0(s1τ) : E0 and E1 are ordinary and ker(φ)(p) = ker(V ),

where F is the Frobenius and V the Verschiebung (see also section 1.5.1). The two Ekedahl-

Oort strata on A{1} are the supersingular locus A{1}{τ} and the ordinary locus A{1}{s0τ}.
By theorem 4.2.3 α gives isomorphisms A /0{τ}→A{1}{τ} and A /0{s0τ}→A{1}{s0τ}.

The inverse of both sends E0 to the Frobenius morphism F : E0 → E(p)
0 = E1. By theorem

4.2.1 shuffling by s1 gives a commutative diagram

A /0{s1τ}
ss1τ,s1 //

α

''NNNNNNN
A /0{s0τ}

αwwppppppp

A{1}{s0τ}
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The shuffling morphism ss1τ,s1 sends φ : E0 → E1 to the Frobenius F : E0 → E(p)
0 . On k-

valued points this is a bijection, for if E0 is an elliptic curve over k, then E0[p] = ker(F)⊕
H with H étale, and we have E1 = E0/H. However, because this splitting does not exist

over arbitrary base schemes, the shuffling morphism is not an isomorphism, but is purely

inseparable.

4.3.2. Abelian surfaces. Now look at dimension g = 2. For I = {0,1}, the space AI is

the moduli space of principally polarized abelian surfaces. We can use the theorems above to

analyze the forgetful morphism α = α /0,I : A /0→AI . The results are in figure 1.6.3 on page

22. We can read off the images and fibers of the strata in A /0 (the white boxes), by simply

following the arrows down.

On the bottom row in light gray are the 4 Ekedahl-Oort strata in AI :

AI{τ}: the superspecial locus,

AI{s2τ}: the p-rank 0 locus,

AI{s2s1τ}: the p-rank 1 locus,

AI{s2s1s2τ}: the ordinary locus.

To get the second row from the bottom (dark gray), we calculate for each stratum AI{w}
the w-stable type, the largest subset J of I with J = wσ(J). Theorem 4.2.3 then gives iso-

morphisms from the first row to the second. Theorem 4.2.2 gives the morphisms from the

third to the second row to the bottom. The fibers of these morphisms are the Deligne-Lusztig

varieties to the right of the arrow. Finally the top rows give the shuffling morphisms, with to

the right of the arrow the simple reflection used in the shuffling.

4.3.3. Supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata. To explain how this part relates to

part II, let us explain how the results in section 4.2 give back the description of supersingu-

lar Kottwitz-Rapoport strata by Görtz and Yu (see [24]). Let τ be the type of the minimal

Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum (see section 6.2.1). Then τ acts on ∆̃ = {0,1, . . . ,g} as i 7→ g− i.

A type I is τ-canonical if and only if it is stable under this involution.

Suppose that I is τ-stable. Theorem 4.2.2 says that for any u in W̃I the fiber of α /0,I over

a point x in A /0(uτ) is a Deligne-Lusztig varieties Xx, /0(w) for the group Gx (this is the group

G′I in section 6.1 of [24]). Because AI(τ) is finite over Fp, the stratum A /0(uτ) decomposes

as a product:

A /0(wτ)∼= Xx, /0(w)×AI(τ).

This is corollary 6.5 in [24].
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4.3.4. Supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata. To explain how this part relates to part

I, let us explain how the results in section 4.2 give back the description of supersingular

Ekedahl-Oort strata in theorem 2.0.2. The moduli space of principally polarized abelian

varieties is AJ for the type J = ∆̃\{g}. Keep the notation from section 4.3.3, and let Ic =

∆̃\{c,g− c} for c ≤ g/2, so that Ic is τ-canonical. Pick a u in W̃Ic that is not contained in

W̃Ic′ for any c′ < c and set w = uτ . Then Ic contains the w-canonical type J∞ of J by (see [29]

section 3.1). The forgetful morphisms fit in a diagram

AJ∞
{uτ}

∼

��

∼ ''OOOOOOO

AIc\{g}{uτ}

∼wwooooooo
&&NNNNNNN

AJ{uτ} AIc(τ)

in which all the arrows to the left of AIc\{g}{uτ} are isomorphisms by theorem 4.2.3.

The fiber of the other morphism over a point x in AIc(τ) is a fine Deligne-Lusztig variety

X Ic\{g}{u} for the group Gx. Because again AIc(τ) is finite we get an isomorphism

AJ{uτ} ∼= AIc(τ)×X Ic\{g}{u}

In this case Gx is isomorphic to ResFp2/Fp(GSp2c)×Ug−2c (see [23] section 3) and AI{τ} is

just the set Λg,c in [37]. So we get back the main theorem in that paper.

4.4. Overview of part III

This third part consists of two threads, twisted together by Dieudonné theory in chapters

7 and 10. In one thread, consisting of chapters 5, 6, 8 and 9, we develop the group theoretic

notions we need to work with lattice chains. In the other thread, consisting of chapters 11

and 12, we use the model Z̃I to study AI . As explained above, Z̃I controls the k-valued points

of the fibers of αI,J via Dieudonné theory. Once we can control these points, it is not hard to

find the scheme structure of the fibers; we do this in chapter 12.
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